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It was back in 1990 when the designer Rodolfo
Dordoni presented Foscarini with the proposal for
a refined, elegant and creative reinterpretation of
the classic bedside lamp. From that meeting,
Lumiere was born, which is still one of the
collection’s best sellers and has since become an
icon in the contemporary design field. The first
Lumiere went on to inspire the xxl and xxs
versions, a reinterpretation of the original project,
with new proportions and a stronger design.
Today, Lumiere xxl and xxs have been revamped,
with modern colours emphasizing their refined

elegance and bringing them closer to the tones of
contemporary furnishings. Next to the classic
white version, refined cold grey and cold brown
colours are now available for the blown glass
shade, in conjunction with new aluminium or
black chrome finishes for the frame. The new
Lumiere xxl reading lamp is instead an expression
of entirely new research in terms of proportions,
size and aesthetic language. It keeps the dualism
between the blown glass diffuser and the metal
base, is coordinated with the new colours of the
table version, but it completely redesigns its forms

and harmony, creating a new presence in the
room. Important but not intrusive, elegant but not
ostentatious, it is particularly well-suited for
living areas.



Lumiere XXL+XXS, table
technical info

Description
Table lamp with direct and diffused light.
Hand-blown cased glass diffuser with
glossy finish, white on the inside and
coloured on the outside. Die cast aluminium
base and rod, hand finished and polished in
the aluminium version, coated with liquid
paint in the black chrome version. ON/OFF
switch with dimmer for the gradual
brightness adjustment.

Materials blown glass and lacquered
aluminium or blackchrome

Colors Glass: white, cool grey, cool brown
Frame: aluminium, black chrome

Brightness light
semi-diffused and direct down light

Lumiere XXL Weight
net lbs: 12,13
gross lbs: 17,85

Packaging
vol. cub. ft.: 6,640
n. boxes: 2

Bulbs
Halogen 4x40W G9

with dimmer included (minimum bulb output
60W)*

Cable length

Lumiere XXS Weight
net lbs: 3,97
gross lbs: 8,82

Packaging
vol. cub. ft.: 2,083
n. boxes: 2

Bulbs
halogen 1x40W G9 type T4 Bi-Pin

with dimmer included (minimum bulb output
40W)*

Cable length

Model

2D/3D drawings
photometric info
assembly instructions

download area

 

http://qr.foscarini.com/P49221ENU
http://qr.foscarini.com/P49222ENU
http://qr.foscarini.com/P49223ENU


Lumiere XXL+XXS, table
designer+collection

Rodolfo Dordoni

An architect whose work ranges across art
direction, furnishing and lamp designs, exhibitions,
renovations, show room and point of sale set-ups.
Some of the most famous objects of italian design
carry his signature.

Watch the video Lumiere XXL+XXS

Go to concept site for Lumiere XXL+XXS
www.foscarini.com/lumiere xxl+xxs
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